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Abstract
*1

The essential one is to collect the information as what the people think forever. Nowadays people can share
everything in online Social network such as twitter, facebook. .People articulates their views and opinions regarding
products and services. People can easily access and understand the opinions of others via web resources like as blog,
review, and forum. These opinions are individual information which represents user’s opinions. The precise way for
predicting opinions are to extract sentiments from the web, which could valuable for marketing research. Opinions
are so vital that whenever need to make a decision before want to know others’ opinions. Opinion is not only
important for a user but is also useful for an organization. This survey is about various methods and techniques used
to classify the user opinions like as positive, negative.
Keywords: Opinion Mining, Machine Learning Algorithm, Negation Handling.

Introduction
mining is computational study about opinion,
sentiment and expressions in text on online Social
Network. Online Service is used to create the short text
by the user, who updates on their activities, observations
and interesting content. User opinion provides interesting
as well as valuable data for making decision in business.
Gathering feedback from user opinions about a given
product (e.g., car, mobile phone, etc.), which may give
companies valuable information as satisfaction or
dissatisfaction of their customers. And this information is
also useful for customers in their decisions to buy a
particular product. Basic task of opinion mining are
holder detection (who expressed the sentiments), target
recognition (what expressed towards) and polarity
classification (nature of sentiment). For example
“Samsung galaxys4 camera is taking too good quality
picture”. Here Samsung galaxys4 is target; camera is
features and too good is polarity. Opinion mining could
be performed at several levels of context. Opinion
mining task is classifying the polarity of text at
document level, sentence and term /phrase level, whether
it is expressed the opinion at document, sentence and
features as positive , negative and neutral.
The Opinion Mining is to recognize the
subjectivity and objectivity of a text and further classify
the opinion orientation of subjective text. It is an
automated extraction of subjective content from text and
identifying the orientation such as positive or negative in
http: // www.ijesrt.com

that text which aims to explore feelings of a person who
write the text. It used Natural Language Processing and
Machine Learning ethics to determine opinion in the text.
In this opinion is classified in various approaches on text
using some machine learning algorithm like Naïve
Bayes, Maximum Entropy classification, and Support
Vector Machines. In this paper describe various
techniques used to classify the opinion.

Data Sources
User’s opinion expressed their activities and
interest through blogs, reviews and micro blog such as
twitter face book.
Micro blogs:
Users may update their status through micro
blog. And also their opinions expressed on micro blogs.
For example twitter, face book. In twitter message may
contains texts, emoticons and hashtag. Emoticons are the
combination of symbols, which represent facial
expressions. Hash tag (#) followed by one word or code
to group the related messages. People use emoticons and
hash tag to describe their emotions or attitudes, as to
show intended humor and thoughts. Alec go et al.(2009)
collected twitter data set from this URL
http://twittersentiment.appspot.com/.
Reviews:
User posted reviews about the product
commands and services on review site, which may
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opinion expressed. Review data also used to classify the
sentiments. Pang et al. (2002) collected movie review
data set from http://reviews.imdb.com/Reviews/. Yulan
He
(2010)
collected
dataset
from
http://www.cs.cornell.edu/People/pabo/movie-reviewdata
and
/http://www.cs.jhu.edu/˜mdredze/datasets/sentiment/
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Review data set achieved 81.6% accuracy on support
vector machine.
Go et al. (2009) proposed for classifying the
sentiment of Twitter messages, which are classified as
either positive or negative with used to a query term
automatically. The result of machine learning algorithms
for classifying the sentiment of Twitter messages using
distant supervision. In training data consists of Twitter
messages with emoticons, which are used as noisy labels.
Flow of opinion mining:
The result showed that accuracy above 80% when trained
with emoticon data.
Yulan He (2010) attempted to create a structure
for sentiment classifier learning from unlabeled
documents. Dataset are collected about multi domain
review and movie review. The method initiates with a
collection of un-annotated text and a sentiment lexicon.
An initial classifier is trained by integrating prior
information from the sentiment lexicon which consists of
a list of words marked with their respective polarity. The
labeled features use directly to constrain model’s
predictions on unlabeled instances using generalized
expectation criteria. The initially-trained classifier using
generalized expectation is applied on the un-annotated
text and the documents labeled with high confidence are
fed into the self-learned features extractor to acquire
domain-dependent features automatically. Self-learned
features are subsequently used to train another classifier
which is then applied on the test set to obtain 75.30 %.
Jiang et al. (2011) performs a target dependent
twitter sentiment analysis. Given a query term, tweets are
collected which are talking about the query subject. Here
three approaches are implemented namely Subjectivity,
Fig 1: flow chart for opinion classification
Polarity and graph based optimization classification.
Subjectivity classification is to decide if the tweet is
Opinion Classification
subjective or neutral about the target. Polarity
The sentence level opinion mining is associated
classification is to decide if the tweet is positive or
with two tasks. First one is to identify whether the given
negative about the target if it is classified as subjective.
sentence is subjective or objective. The second one is to
Graph-based optimization is to further boost the
find opinion of an opinionated sentence as positive,
performance by taking the related tweets into
negative or neutral. The assumption is taken at sentence
consideration. Graph-based optimization approach
level is that a sentence contain only one opinion for e.g.,
improves the performance to classify the opinion. SVM
“The picture quality of Samsung Galaxys4 is good”.
classifier is achieved 68.3% to classified three classes as
Riloff and Wiebe (2004) use a method known as
positive, negative and neutral.
bootstrap approach to recognize the subjective sentences
Agarwal et al. (2011) performed three classes
then attained the result 90% accuracy during their tests.
such as positive, negative and neutral classification of
Wilson et al. proposed that not only a single sentence
tweets. The dataset are collected using Twitter stream
may contain multiple opinions, but both subjective and
API and asked human judges to annotate the data into
factual clauses have also multiple opinions. It is also
three classes. Each class had 1709 tweets, making a total
important to identify the strength of opinions.
of 5127 in all. POS-specific prior polarity features along
Pang et al. (2002) proposed machine learning
with twitter specific features are introduced. Uni-gram +
method, namely Naïve Bayes, Maximum Entropy and
senti features are achived the accuracy of 75.39%.
Support Vector Machine to classify the movie review
A Bakliwal et al. (2011) proposed to classify the
data set. The experimental guides to a both classes as
sentiment using machine learning methods on movie and
positive and negative classification problem and it can be
product review data set. Sentiment classified using basic
performed after determining subjective text. Movie
http: // www.ijesrt.com
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NLP Techniques such as NGram, POS-Tagged Ngram.
A model proposed for address the problem of
determining whether a review is positive or negative for
use several machine learning algorithms Naive Bayes
(NB), Multi-Layer Perception (MLP), Support Vector
Machine (SVM). Here negation also handled and
observed the improvements in classification. They
achieved the accuracy of 78.32% on movie and 70.06%
on multi-category dataset.
Summary of the survey:
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